Yodot Software Launches its Premium
Product Line with Yodot File Recovery
Software
MOUNTAIN VIEW, Calif., April 10, 2012 (SEND2PRESS NEWSWIRE) — Yodot Software,
well known for software that are designed to be result oriented and fast, has
recently launched Yodot File Recovery Software, which helps in recovering
lost, deleted files on Windows. Yodot software can also perform file recovery
from recycle bin after it is emptied. The software is now available for
purchase from its official web site.
If you have deleted a file by mistake or if you have lost a file and would
like to recover it, then this Advanced File Recovery Software from Yodot can
help you get them back. Yodot’s file recovery software uses the advanced
scanning code designed by its team of acclaimed data recovery technicians who
have years of working experience in this arena.
“The software has come up much higher to our expectations and is recovering
data from the data loss scenarios where other competitive applications have
failed in our tests,” said Ken Miller, spokesperson of Yodot Software.
5 important features of this software:
* Recover deleted or lost files from hard drives, External USB drives, Cards
and iPod;
* Helps in classifying files based on their file extensions;
* Uses an advanced search to locate files that are lost by using a unique
file identifier and tagging method to recover file with exact size;
* Provides two different viewing option to review recovery results – One
offers to view recovered data with complete hierarchy and the other based on
files extension types;
* Recover any file type with any file size.
Pricing and availability:
You can visit the Yodot Software website and its download section to download
the trial version of the software effective enough to show all recoverable
data. To recover your data, software must be registered. For registration a
“license key” is sent through email to unlock the trial version after
purchasing the software. The application can be purchased for a MSRP of $39
after discount from Yodot Software’s official website.
Product Page and Download link for the free trial
http://www.yodot.com/file-recovery/ .
About Yodot Software:
Yodot Software is a completely solution-focused company, committed towards
providing no-nonsense, result oriented and low cost software products to its
customers. Yodot specializes in data recovery software, file repair utilities
and the applications that help in resolving slow PC problems.

An experienced team of data recovery technicians, research staff, and
programmers who research and develop these excellent applications – and a
customer support team who works diligently to provide answers to all support
questions by working 24×7 – backs Yodot Software.
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